A common feeding strategy deployed by microorganisms involves secretion of metabolic products into the external environment to break down or capture nutrients [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Although this strategy has enabled microbes to successfully adopt diverse lifestyles from free living to symbiotic and pathogenic 7, 8 , it is seemingly flawed. External digestion can prevent successful proliferation in low density or low resource environments because metabolic products can be lost into the environment [10] [11] [12] . The secreted metabolic products can thus be regarded as cooperative public goods-they are costly to produce and benefit every individual in the shared environment. The fitness potential of producers is therefore also limited by the fact that public goods can be exploited by non-producing cheats who do not contribute to the cost of their production, but still reap the rewards. This gives cheats an advantage that can drive a decline of public goods producers [2] [3] [4] [5] [13] [14] [15] . Numerous mechanisms can enable producers to limit the loss of public goods, such as having preferential access to the public goods 2, 4, 14, 16 , coupling public goods with specific uptake mechanisms 17, 18 , inhibiting competitors [19] [20] [21] , population demography [22] [23] [24] and spatial structuring 10, [25] [26] [27] . Although in some circumstances cheats can benefit the population 3, 28, 29 , more often they are detrimental to population growth rates, biomass and virulence 2, 4, [13] [14] [15] 30, 31 . Despite adaptations by producers to limit the loss of the public goods they generate 2, 4, 14, [32] [33] [34] , a fail-safe alternative exists in nature to achieve this: microbes can internalize substrates before they are metabolized so that all generated products are retained as private goods [35] [36] [37] [38] . Given that this strategy overcomes the drawbacks of social exploitation and loss of products, it is surprising that many microbes from diverse taxa still acquire nutrients by producing public goods rather than private goods 1, 7, 8 . What benefits does it provide?
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Here we use the term 'private good' to refer to an extracellular product that is internalized for digestion, as opposed to being digested externally. For example, the corn pathogen Ustilago maydis possesses a highly specific and high-affinity sucrose transporter for importing sucrose for private internal breakdown 35 , making the sucrose they metabolize a private good. This is in contrast to the rice pathogen Magnaporthe oryzae, which feeds on sucrose externally by generating a public good, invertase 3 . Our terminology thus differs from those used in a number of other studies; namely, public-good production can be promoted by linking its expression with so-called 'private goods' that serve a different function, for instance coregulating extracellular proteases with intracellular nucleoside hydrolase 39 or by altering the localization of gene products that serve multiple functions, such as pyoverdine 40 . In addition, the terms 'privatizing' or 'personalizing' have been used to describe gaining a disproportional amount of a public good 41, 42 . Furthermore, receptor-specific public goods have been described as 'private goods' 17 . However, such 'private goods' do not overcome the evolutionary incentive for cheating 43 , as is the case with our definition. We assess the benefits of public-goods metabolism using a combination of mathematical modelling and synthetic ecology. We focus on different strategies that Saccharomyces cerevisiae deploys to metabolize disaccharides as an ideal exemplar. S. cerevisiae can metabolize the disaccharides maltose and sucrose, which have the same molecular formula (C 12 H 22 O 11 ) but differ in their constituent monosaccharides: maltose consists of two glucose molecules whereas sucrose is one glucose and one fructose molecule. Disaccharides are broken down into their constituent monosaccharides before being catabolized by the glycolytic pathway. Curiously, considering the similarities, S. cerevisiae deploys different strategies for their consumption. Maltose is internalized through maltose transporters before being hydrolysed by maltase, whereas sucrose is hydrolysed externally by an extracellular invertase, and the resulting monosaccharides are subsequently internalized 44 . By comparing features of wild-type public sucrose metabolism and private maltose metabolism when grown alone (axenically), we demonstrate how public and private metabolism by S. cerevisiae can provide different environment-dependent selective benefits. A number of important differences emerge. Growth on maltose was less hampered by diminishing resource concentrations than growth on sucrose. However, sucrose metabolism facilitated a higher growth rate than maltose metabolism when population density and resource concentrations were sufficiently high.
To understand how ecological interactions between such contrasting metabolic strategies influence their evolutionary potential, we deployed a synthetically engineered system consisting of three strains with differing strategies for metabolizing a single resource, sucrose: a public-metabolizer, a private-metabolizer and a cheat. The public-metabolizer is a wild-type strain that generates a public good by secreting invertase, which catalyses the external digestion of sucrose. The private-metabolizer keeps sucrose digestion entirely personal by producing a non-secreted invertase and expressing a high-affinity sucrose transporter protein from U. maydis. Finally, the cheat is an invertase gene deletion strain that selfishly exploits the products generated by public-metabolizers, without paying the associated metabolic costs.
Similar to the features of the native private maltose versus public sucrose metabolism, we found that growth of our synthetic privatemetabolizer was less hampered at low densities than growth of the public-metabolizer. In addition, private-metabolizers should not suffer from product loss and the subsequent social exploitation experienced by public-metabolizers. When ecological interactions between competing strategies were assessed in long-term communities, we found that public-metabolizers and cheats maintained a stable coexistence. When private-metabolizers were introduced, they gained a selective advantage over other competing strategies to exclude them from the population. However, by combining mathematical models and ecological experiments we discovered a surprising result that could explain why public metabolism is still prevalent amongst microbes. Although the private-metabolizer outcompeted the other competitors, under certain conditions it caused the decline of the entire population. The superior competitive ability was counteracted by a reduced axenic growth rate that, when combined with bottlenecks that can influence interaction outcomes in microbial populations [45] [46] [47] , led to private metabolism becoming unsustainable.
Results
Opposing native feeding strategies. S. cerevisiae metabolizes sucrose externally. A consequence of external metabolism is the loss of the majority of its products into the environment 12, 14 . This can prevent populations from successfully establishing 10 or cause low growth rates 11 when population density or resource concentrations are low. This is because public metabolism relies on the collective action of the population to break down substrates to acquire energy-generating nutrients (monosaccharides in this case). Publicly metabolizing cells therefore acquire less nutrients from other individuals at low population density than at high population density and have lower product breakdown rates at low resource concentrations.
First, we considered whether private metabolism, such as that of maltose, would overcome the previously mentioned drawbacks. We found this to be the case when comparing the early growth phase of wild-type S. cerevisiae (strain CEN.PK2-1C) on either sucrose or maltose. Unlike public sucrose metabolism, private maltose metabolism did not suffer density-dependent growth rate restrictions ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), allowing more rapid growth at low population densities than public sucrose metabolism ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 1a,b) . In addition, growth rates on maltose were less hampered by diminishing resource concentrations than growth rates on sucrose, with private maltose metabolism giving rise to faster growth than public sucrose metabolism at low resource concentrations ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Conversely, public sucrose metabolism facilitated a higher growth rate than private maltose metabolism in high population densities ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 1a,b) or high resource concentrations ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Private and public metabolism may therefore represent differing strategies for maximizing growth rates in different environmental circumstances.
In addition to low growth rates associated with public metabolism when resource concentration or population density is low (Fig. 1a,b) , the extracellular metabolic products can also be exploited by other individuals that share the environment and hence limit the success of this strategy 3, 13, 14 . We therefore asked how public and private metabolism would fare when exploitation is possible in mixed-strategy populations. To address this, we used a synthetic experimental system with S. cerevisiae strains deploying different strategies for metabolizing a single resource, sucrose.
Public metabolism. In our system, the wild-type strain DBY1034 (here referred to as public-metabolizer) secretes invertase SUC2, which externally hydrolyses sucrose 44 . Invertase is secreted into the environment and is also anchored to the periplasm 48, 49 . The extracellular products, glucose and fructose, are publicly available 13, 14 . The SUC2 deletion strain, DBY1701 (here referred to as cheat), does not produce invertase but exploits glucose and fructose in the environment (Fig. 2a) .
Extracellular invertase of S. cerevisiae is widely considered an exploitable cooperative trait 13, 14, 22, 28, 31 and the advantage that publicgoods cheats obtain can drive a decline of public-goods producers [2] [3] [4] [5] [13] [14] [15] . Since the public-metabolizer and cheat strains used here have a different genetic background from those classically used to study SUC2 public-goods cooperation 13, 14, 28 , we first verified that they displayed similar features. As observed previously 13, 14, 28 , we confirmed that (1) secreted invertase significantly increased the growth rate of public-metabolizers on sucrose media compared to cheats (Fig. 2b,c) , while such differences were not observed on glucose ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ); (2) growth rates of our publicmetabolizer were density-dependent ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary  Fig. 4) ; and (3) our cheat strain was able to exploit the products of the public-metabolizer to gain a fitness advantage when rarer in the population, with negative frequency-dependent selection enabling public-metabolizers to coexist with cheats (Fig. 2e) .
Exploitation by cheats and low growth rates at low population density thus demonstrate the drawbacks of public metabolism and limitations to the success of this feeding strategy.
Private metabolism. In addition to external invertase, S. cerevisiae also produces invertase from the SUC2 gene, which lacks a signal peptide and so remains intracellular 50 . The internal and external forms of invertase have similar catalytic properties 51, 52 . To compare the competitive ability of private metabolism with respect to public metabolism, we used a SUC2 secretion-defective strain (DBY2617), which only produces the internal form of invertase 53 . Some S. cerevisiae strains can take up sucrose through maltose transporters 54, 55 ; however, S. cerevisiae primarily feeds by external hydrolysis of sucrose 53 and the S288C genetic background of the strains in this synthetic community are maltose-negative 56 . Into this SUC2 secretion-defective strain we therefore introduced a specific and highaffinity sucrose transporter SRT1 from U. maydis 35 . SRT1 has more than a 100-fold higher affinity for sucrose than maltose transporters of S. cerevisiae and has the capacity to permit rapid growth by providing a carbon source for energy production and metabolism 35, 54 . When introduced, the sucrose transporter protein doubled the axenic growth rate of our strain ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). From here, we refer to this strain as the 'private-metabolizer' (Fig. 2a) .
When grown alone in sucrose, the private-metabolizer grew at an intermediate growth rate compared to the public-metabolizer and cheat (Fig. 2b,c) , while such differences were not observed on glucose (Supplementary Fig. 3 ). It does not experience product loss because it metabolizes sucrose internally and, therefore, it does not experience the same extent of density-dependent growth rate as the public-metabolizer. This means that despite having a lower growth rate than the public-metabolizer at higher population density, the private-metabolizer had a higher growth rate than the public-metabolizer at low population densities ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 4) . Importantly, the axenic growth features of our engineered system of private and public sucrose metabolizers were in qualitative agreement with the native system of strategies for feeding on internal privately metabolized maltose and external publicly metabolized sucrose ( Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). This suggests that the comparative growth features of our synthetic system (Fig. 2) were not artefacts of the metabolic engineering of these strains.
We next asked if the private-metabolizer could successfully exclude cheats in mixed populations. We found that over a range of initial frequencies the private-metabolizer had a fitness advantage over cheats, suggesting that cheats would be excluded from the population in the long term (Fig. 2f) . Internalizing sucrose metabolism therefore appears to be a successful method of preventing the loss of products from sucrose hydrolysis, both into the environment and to neighbouring cells.
Could the private-metabolizer also outcompete the publicmetabolizer? The cheat had an advantage over the publicmetabolizer when initially rare (Fig. 2e) because of the cost of invertase production and the metabolic rate-efficiency trade-off 14, 28 . However, the private-metabolizer still incurs the cost of producing cytoplasmic invertase 53 , in addition to producing the sucrose transporter protein and conducting the energy-dependent transport of sucrose 35 . Despite these costs, we found that the private-metabolizer could outcompete the public-metabolizer over a range of initial frequencies, suggesting that the public-metabolizer would be excluded from the population (Fig. 2g) . The superior competitive ability of the private-metabolizer comes from not suffering low growth rate at low density, as the public-metabolizer does (Fig. 2d) , but also because it is able to exploit the glucose and fructose from sucrose hydrolysis catalysed by the public-metabolizer.
Long-term community interactions. Short-term pairwise competitions conducted over 24 h (one season) suggested that privatizing sucrose metabolism could be an effective strategy to overcome exploitation and loss of products from public metabolism of sucrose ( Fig. 2f-g ). We next asked whether these findings are of relevance during long-term community interactions where evolutionary and population dynamics interact. Such interactions are important when predicting the fate of microbial populations 31, 57, 58 . To address this, we developed a mathematical model that tracked the status of the nutritional environment and the growth of the individual strains within the community during competition in longterm seasonal environments. Mirroring serial transfer experiments, at the end of each 24-h season a fixed proportion of the community was transferred into replenished growth medium. This is equivalent to introducing a mortality rate and mimics the types of natural bottlenecks that microbes experience following disturbances and colonization. Communities were initiated with a majority of public-metabolizers and a minority of other strains to mimic invasion events of novel phenotypes against the ancestral public-metabolizer.
In agreement with the short-term pairwise competitions ( Fig. 2f-g ), our model predicted that the private-metabolizer would also dominate over the public-metabolizer in the long term when cheats were absent ( Fig. 3a) and present ( Fig. 3b ) in the community. However, our model made a stark prediction about the fate of populations that had become dominated by private-metabolizers: such populations could be destined for decline and eventually become extinct (Fig. 3a,b) . In contrast, a community consisting of , (1/64×) P < 10
). All rates in a are measured in 29.2 mM sugar. b, External public metabolism was also influenced to a greater extent by diminishing resource concentrations (GLM, concentration:sugar interaction term:
). Consequently, although public sucrose metabolism enabled faster growth when resource concentrations were sufficiently high (Tukey multiple comparison of means: for equal concentrations, 116.9 mM and 29.2 mM: P < 10
), private maltose metabolism was quicker at lower concentration (1.83 mM: P < 6 × 10 7 ). Different letters above bars indicate significant differences (P < 0.05). All rates in b measure from 1× initial density and 1× is approximately 500 c.f.u. μl public-metabolizers and cheats, in the absence of private-metabolizers, could be maintained in the long term (Fig. 3c) . Our model suggested that this happens because private-metabolizers have a lower axenic growth rate than public-metabolizers and so take longer to reach high densities (Fig. 2b,c) . Communities capable of supporting public-metabolizers ( Fig. 3c ) could therefore keep up with the mortality rate imposed by population bottlenecks, whereas communities that did not sustain public-metabolizers could not (Fig. 3a,b) .
We experimentally tested the model predictions using our threestrain community with batch culture competitions involving serial transfer between seasons. We monitored the strain frequencies and total population density at the end of each 24-h period and found that, as our model predicted, the private-metabolizer dominated the three-strain community (Fig. 3d) . When the private-metabolizer reached sufficiently high frequencies the population densities declined sharply (Fig. 3d,e) . In contrast, communities containing sufficiently high frequencies of public-metabolizers maintained high densities (Fig. 3d ,f) and therefore avoided decline (Fig. 3g) . We estimated that saturating population densities of the three-strain community declined once the frequency of private-/public-metabolizers exceeded or fell below certain thresholds (Fig. 3e,f) . These thresholds were passed during season 12 and 13, respectively, in Fig. 3d .
Despite finding qualitatively equivalent growth differences between public and private metabolism in the wild-type ( Fig. 1 ) and synthetic strains (Fig. 2b,c) , we also tested if the low relative growth rate of the private-metabolizer was caused by features of this specific, , with post-hoc Tukey (P < 0.0001)). Bars show mean ± 95% CI, n = 7, markers show all points. The growth rate differences were alleviated on glucose (Supplementary Fig. 3 ). d, The public-metabolizer experienced density-dependent growth rates, whereas the private-metabolizer did not. Letters indicate significant differences (one-way analysis of variance: F (3, 8) = 162.85, P < 1.65 × 10 −7 , with post-hoc Tukey (P < 0.0001, non-significant: P > 0.224). Mean ± 95% CI, n = 3, markers show all points. e, Pairwise competitions between public-metabolizers and cheats showed negative frequencydependent fitness (linear model: P < 2.78 × 10 ) and inferior at high frequency (0.794, **P < 1.66 × 10 ). g, In pairwise competition, private-metabolizers outcompeted public-metabolizers (t = 11.1, P < 1.02 × 10
; relative fitness was not frequency-dependent (linear model: P > 0.471, F (1, 22) = 0.5357) and frequencies were pooled). e-g, Each initial frequency was tested in triplicate. Relative fitness (log 10 (v)) was equal at 0.
synthetically engineered transport system. First, we tested if the private-metabolizers could be limited by low expression of the sucrose transporter gene which, in turn, limits their sucrose supply leading to a diminished axenic growth rate. Rather than the sucrose transporter gene SRT1 being regulated by the PMA1 promoter, we generated a strain where the SRT1 gene was regulated by the GPD promoter, which substantially increased expression of downstream genes ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). However, this did not significantly change the growth rate of the private-metabolizer ( Supplementary  Fig. 5b,c) , suggesting that the lower growth rate of the privatemetabolizer is not limited by low SRT1 expression.
Second, we asked if resource availability may be limiting the relative growth rate of the private-metabolizer. By examining growth rates of the public-and private-metabolizers over a range of sucrose concentrations, we found that public metabolism of sucrose consistently enabled higher growth rates ( Supplementary Fig. 7a,b) .
Third, we asked if the low relative growth rate of the private-metabolizer was caused by erroneous heterologous gene expression. We tested this by assessing the growth rates of the privatemetabolizer with a S. cerevisiae transporter protein. Rather than expressing U. maydis SRT1, this strain expressed the S. cerevisiae α-glucoside transporter AGT1 (also known as Mal11), which can transport sucrose in addition to other disaccharides 55 . Strains in this genetic background do not otherwise express this transporter 56 . Although homologous expression of AGT1 (by the PMA1 promoter) enhanced private-metabolizer growth rates compared to SRT1 expression, it was still inferior to the public-metabolizer rate ( Supplementary Fig. 7c ). Increased expression with the GPD promoter even had a detrimental effect on growth rate ( Supplementary  Fig. 7c ). Collectively, these results suggest that private metabolism is hampered by lower growth rates in a range of nutrient conditions using various uptake systems.
We next postulated that initiating our three-strain communities with higher frequencies of private-metabolizers and/or lower frequencies of public-metabolizers than were used in Fig. 3d would accelerate the observed global population decline. This is because the communities would achieve the required threshold frequencies of private-and public-metabolizers (Fig. 3e,f) sooner than under the starting frequencies deployed in Fig. 3d , causing the population to decline earlier. This is precisely what we observed (Fig. 4) . Privatemetabolizers became dominant earlier in populations, and publicmetabolizers became rarer earlier in populations (Fig. 4a,b) . This predictably coincided with the decline of the population (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 8 ), thereby confirming that the composition of metabolic strategies within the population determines its fate.
Our long-term community competition studies revealed that populations containing private-metabolizers declined (Fig. 4c) , whereas those capable of sustaining public-metabolizers persisted (Fig. 3g) for a 24-h season length and a fixed dilution factor (150×). Next, we examined the resilience of the metabolic strategies for varying dilution factors and season lengths. These factors modify the severity and frequency of bottlenecks that microbial populations may experience. We tested the resilience of single strain populations because private-metabolizers outcompeted publicmetabolizers throughout the 24-h season in pairwise competition ( Supplementary Fig. 9 ). During serial transfer regimes, it was found that populations of public-metabolizers persisted for dilution factors much larger than those that could sustain private-metabolizers (Fig. 5a,b) . Based on axenic growth characteristics, equivalent resilience predictions were also made with varying season lengths, whereby private-metabolizers were predicted to require much longer seasons to be sustained (44.3 h ± 1.37, mean ± 95% CI) than public-metabolizers (22.6 h ± 0.38) (Supplementary Fig. 10 ). Despite the drawbacks of product loss, public metabolism can therefore adeptly maintain microbial populations in conditions where private metabolism is unsustainable.
Discussion
Comparisons of the growth characteristics between our synthetic public and private sucrose metabolizers gave qualitatively equivalent results to the comparisons of the growth characteristics between the scenarios of the wild-type metabolizing sucrose publicly and maltose privately (Figs. 1 and 2b,c) . As such, the observed growth differences between private and public sucrose metabolizers do not appear to be artefacts exclusive to our engineered strains, but rather they represent more general features of opposing metabolic strategies. In our synthetic community, S. cerevisiae strains have the same genetic background and differ only in the way they metabolize sucrose. This allowed us to uniquely probe the benefits and shortcomings of a feeding strategy that relies on private rather than Fig. 3e ,f, were reached sooner in these populations, which accelerated the decline of the global population (mean ± 95% CI, n = 3) (c).Threshold frequencies of public-metabolizers and private-metabolizers were strongly associated with the timing of population decline (P < 10 −3 , Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
public goods for securing nutrients, while considering interactions between population and evolutionary dynamics. In theory, private strategists should have a clear advantage over those that produce public goods to externally metabolize complex resource because public goods can be lost.
Indeed, we found that keeping metabolism 'private' by directly importing undigested resources into the cell allows individuals to overcome slow growth at low population densities, a drawback that is otherwise experienced by public-metabolizers ( Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Populations of public-metabolizers experience an Allee effect, where the per capita growth rate is lower at low densities 11, 12 . Due to the cooperative nature of public metabolism, much of the products of sucrose hydrolysis are lost before they can be consumed by the cell that generated them 14 . Many of the products consumed by individual cells are therefore generated by other individuals. At low population density, the probability of acquiring resources generated by others is diminished compared with higher population densities 11 , and so the per capita growth rate is lower at low densities. In contrast, keeping metabolism private overcomes the Allee effect. In this case, all the hydrolysis products are retained by the cell that generated them, enabling the cells to grow faster at low population density than those engaging in public metabolism (Figs. 1a and 2c and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 4) .
However, at sufficiently high densities, private-metabolizers experience a lower growth rate than public-metabolizers (Figs. 1c and 2c and Supplementary Fig. 1 and 4) . The slow growth of the private-metabolizer can be attributed to a combination of factors associated with this feeding strategy. First, the resource uptake capacity of tested disaccharide transporters from a range of organisms are substantially lower than that of hexose transporters 35, 55, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] , even when considering that it effectively transports two monosaccharides simultaneously. Second, the transport of sucrose is frequently an energy-dependent process 35, 60, 62 , whereas glucose transport is an energy-independent process down a concentration gradient 64, 65 . In transient environments that microbes frequently inhabit, public metabolism could therefore be a beneficial metabolic strategy by enhancing resource capture. Support for this idea also comes from an unrelated system whereby public metabolism with secreted iron-scavenging siderophores by marine bacteria may accelerate iron uptake. In this case, iron in the environment is predominantly found in the form of slowly diffusing large particles that restrict 'private' uptake rates. Secreted siderophores, however, bind to iron to form small complexes that have increased diffusion and so accelerate iron uptake into the cell 66 .
Our study highlights that the combination of a superior competitive ability, relative to both public-metabolizers and cheats, and slow axenic growth rate can put private metabolism at a disadvantage in certain environments. Private-metabolizers are capable of eliminating public-metabolizers from the population, but their slow growth ultimately leads to population decline when alone (Fig. 3a,b,d ). In contrast, cheats do not cause populations of public-metabolizers to decline (Fig. 3c,g ), despite having a substantially lower growth rate than private-metabolizers (Fig. 2b,c) . This is because cheats are less competitive than private-metabolizers, and so they are not capable of sufficiently lowering the frequency of public-metabolizers within the community, which is essential for causing population decline (Figs. 2e and 3f ).
We reason that the feeding strategies involving either public or private metabolism represent two opposing approaches to survival, the success of which is environment dependent. Our study suggests that private metabolism may succeed in more stable, non-transient environments, where its lesser growth rate would not hamper the population density it could achieve because the carrying capacity of populations of private-metabolizers is higher than that of publicmetabolizers (Fig. 2b) . For example, sucrose is privately metabolized by U. maydis, a biotrophic fungal pathogen that requires live plant tissue for successful proliferation and so it ensures a prolonged association with its host where it can acquire a steady supply of nutrients 35 . Private metabolism may also succeed in conditions with high microbial genotypic diversity, making public-good production risky due to increased opportunity for exploitation by unrelated individuals. For example, the human gut bacteria Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron limits external digestion by transporting oligosaccharides through outer membrane transport proteins into the periplasm where depolymerizing enzymes break them down into the component mono-or disaccharides 36, 37 . This metabolic strategy may be particularly profitable when sharing an environment, such as the human intestine, with a multitude of diverse competitor microbes.
Moreover, private metabolism can evolve to be upregulated in response to the emergence of social cheats within genetically diverse microbial communities that are found in cystic fibrosis lung infections 67 . In contrast, we argue that S. cerevisiae does not conditionally combine private and public sucrose metabolic strategies to effectively counteract the disadvantages of public metabolism. In particular, as well as secreting invertase, the maltose-positive S. cerevisiae strain that was examined for native metabolism (CEN.PK2-1C) (Fig. 1) may import sucrose by expressing the AGT1 transporter, which may then be broken down by internal invertase 50, 55, 56 . However, when growth comparisons between private maltose metabolism and public sucrose metabolism were conducted, the deficiencies associated with public metabolism compared to private maltose metabolism were still evident (Fig. 1) .
Finally, private metabolism could thrive in conditions of low population density, such as marine habitats or newly colonized resources. This is because private-metabolizers do not experience the same density-dependent growth rate as public-metabolizers, which results from the loss of secreted products (Figs. 1a and 2d ) [10] [11] [12] . For instance, marine bacteria exist in relatively low population densities with high diffusion conditions that would be expected to impose an Allee effect for public-metabolizers. As a potential adaptation to overcome this, the marine bacterium Gramella forsetii prevents diffusive loss of metabolites by having a 'selfish' uptake mechanism for large oligosaccharides 38 . In contrast, despite the loss of products to neighbours and the environment, public metabolism can be preferential for high growth rate 66, 68 , such as in transient environments 11 or if a long-term association with a resource is not as crucial. For instance, the rice pathogen M. oryzae feeds on sucrose by secreting invertase and its infection cycle is complete in about 1 week 3 , whereas the corn pathogen U. maydis feeds on sucrose internally and has a longer infection cycle lasting closer to 2 weeks 35, 69 . Rapid growth can be crucial to survive population bottlenecks in the long term (Fig. 3d,g ). For instance, pathogens experience strong bottlenecks when transmitting to new hosts. Rapid growth may therefore be especially beneficial in short-lived hosts when a high infective dose promotes successful infection 70, 71 . Moreover, in environments such as ripe fruit where microbial communities compete fiercely for readily available resources, rapid consumption by public metabolism may be advantageous, especially if exploitation can be prevented. For example, invertase-producing S. cerevisiae can protect its public goods by generating an alcoholic and acidic environment, which is toxic to many competitors 20, 72 . As public metabolism is widespread, our study suggests that ephemeral environments, where rapid proliferation is necessary to retain a viable long-term population, are frequent in nature. Cheats may undermine their absolute fitness, but mechanisms including frequency-dependence 2, 14, 23 , preferential access 14, 22, [25] [26] [27] and linked private benefits 39, 40 can prevent public-metabolizers from becoming extinct. Despite product loss, if public metabolism enables the fastest way of acquiring nutrients, as demonstrated (Figs. 1c,d and 2b-d) and theoretically predicted 66, 68 , then it can provide a distinct advantage over private metabolism. Although private metabolism in such ephemeral environments can provide a competitive edge over cooperative public metabolism, it can ultimately lead to population decline and increasing its vulnerability to extinction.
Methods
Strains. Strains were supplied by the Boles lab (Goethe University), the Botstein lab (Princeton University) and the Fink lab (Whitehead Institute). CEN.PK2-1C was used to compare wild-type strategies for public sucrose metabolism and private maltose metabolism because it is maltose-positive, unlike strains in the S288C genetic background 56 . In the synthetic community, DBY1034 (ref. 53 ) was used as a wild-type secreted invertase (SUC2, GenBank: CAA24618.1, UniProt: D5MS22) producing wild-type strain of S. cerevisiae (referred to as 'public-metabolizer'), a segregant from the ninth backcross of a series of backcrosses to introduce the ura3-52 marker from Francois Lacroute strains into the S288c background (Professor Marian Carlson, Columbia University, personal communication, 20 November 2014). The invertase non-producing strain, DBY1701, was used as a 'cheat' strain 53 . The 'private-metabolizer' strain was generated by modification of DBY2617, which possesses a signal sequence mutation suc2-438 resulting in a deletion from amino acid 4-19, so that the invertase produced is retained within the cytoplasm 53 . A sucrose transporter gene (SRT1) from the plant pathogenic fungus U. maydis was introduced to DBY2617 (ref. 35 ). Similar to a strain generated previously to characterize SRT1, constitutive expression was regulated by the plasma membrane ATPase gene (PMA1) promoter 60 . However, to ensure that the gene was a single copy and it was maintained, rather than the gene residing on the NEV-E plasmid 35, 60 , we introduced the gene construct chromosomally at the URA3 locus using the integrating plasmid pRS306, linearized with EcoRV
73
. This modification significantly increased the growth rate (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). The AGT1 constructs were also generated in pRS306, linearized with EcoRV 73 . To maintain identical auxotrophic requirements and so that strains could be distinguished in mixed populations ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ), the publicmetabolizer expressed eYFP by the TEF1 promoter and the cheat expressed mCherry by the TEF1 promoter, both introduced into the URA3 locus with pRS306 linearized with EcoRV, whereas the private-metabolizer was untagged. These fluorescent markers had no detectable fitness effects in otherwise isogenic strains (Supplementary Fig. 12 ). The resulting strains were all MATa his4-539 lys2-801.
Media, growth assays and competitions. S. cerevisiae strain CEN.PK2-1C was grown in 6.9 g l -1 yeast nitrogen base without amino acids, 790 mg l -1 complete supplement mixture (Formedium) with maltose or sucrose (Fisher Scientific) at the specified concentrations. Starter cultures were inoculated in 1% (w/v) of the sugar that the strain was subsequently cultured in. S. cerevisiae strains for the synthetic communities were grown in 5 g l −1 ammonium sulfate (Fisher Scientific), 1.7 g l −1
yeast nitrogen base without amino acids and ammonium sulfate (BD Difco), 20 mg l −1 l-histidine, 50 mg l −1 l-lysine (Sigma Aldrich) with 1% (w/v) glucose (for starter cultures and experiment in Supplementary Fig. 4 ) and 1% (w/v) sucrose for growth assays and competitions (Fisher Scientific). All media was filter sterilized (0.2 μm) to prevent breakdown and remove particulate matter that may cause noise during flow cytometry.
Starter cultures were grown in 5 ml media shaken at 180 r.p.m. overnight at 30 °C. Cells were washed and resuspended in fresh media to a density of 5 × 10 2 colony-forming units (c.f.u.) μl −1 , established using a spectrophotometer calibrated to known densities. From these cultures, lower initial density populations were appropriately diluted with media.
Experiments were performed in 48-well suspension culture plates (640 μl per well) (Greiner Bio-One). Cultures were incubated at 30 °C with maximum orbital shaking in a microplate reader (FLUOstar Omega (BMG) at 700 r.p.m. for CEN. PK2-1C; Spark 10 M (Tecan) at 500 r.p.m. for other strains. All direct comparisons were made from the same microplate reader). Each well was considered a replicate. Population density was measured by optical density (OD) 620 nm readings. OD was converted to cell density (c.f.u.) using a calibration of known densities ( Supplementary Fig. 13 ) 22 . This measure could accurately determine cell densities over approximately 1 × 10 3 c.f.u. μl −1 . Growth rates (r) in Fig. 2c and Supplementary Figs. 3b and 5c were estimated as described previously 74 , except they used c.f.u. instead of OD to measure population density (N) from growth data using the logistic equation:
whose solutions are modified to account for lag phase, where
is the microbial per capita growth rate and r and K (carrying capacity) are calculated from the best fit to density time series of:
where N(t) is density at time t and L is lag and denotes the time taken to reach the mid-point of the sigmoid. Correlation coefficients (r 2 ) shown for model fits (Fig. 3e,f) represent least squares regression. Parameter estimates to determine threshold frequencies of strains that led to population decline were based on 1−2L (Fig. 3e) or 2L (Fig. 3f) from the modified logistic equation described above.
For conditions where growth was measured from low starting density that could not be detected in the plate reader, or when resource concentration was sufficiently low/high (Figs. 1 and 2c and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2) , growth rates were determined using Malthusian growth parameters (w) 75 :
where N(initial) is the initial population density and N(final) is the population density at time t (h). In Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2 , N(final) is the population density for the first measurement of the time series that the population density exceeds 1.6 × 10 4 c.f.u. μl −1 (at least five doublings for the highest initial density). In Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 4, N(final) is the final density measured. As discussed in ref. 75 , this measure incorporates both features of lag phase and growth rate, which varies between differing metabolic strategies.
To test for the Allee effect in the synthetic community ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ), cells were inoculated into 10 ml sucrose media and incubated at 30 °C with 180 r.p.m. orbital shaking because cell densities were too low to be measured accurately by OD. Density was measured hourly by flow cytometry by extracting 250 μl of the population.
Relative fitness of strains (v) was established by monitoring changes in frequency 23 :
where x 1 and x 2 are the initial and final frequency of the focal strain, respectively.
Competition experiments were initiated by mixing individual strains (5 × 10 2 c.f.u. μl −1 in sucrose media) at volumetric frequencies, with precise initial frequencies measured by flow cytometry. Growth proceeded for 24 h (except for data in Supplementary Fig. 9 ), after which cell populations were diluted to determine the final frequency of strains by flow cytometry. For longterm competitions, 1/150 (or various dilutions in Fig. 5 ) of the population was transferred to fresh media for subsequent growth seasons. For populations that had reached an approximate stationary phase, this dilution returned cell density to approximately equal to the starting density at day 0 (5 × 10 2 c.f.u. μl −1 ). Communities were assumed to be destined for extinction when the density at the end of the season did not exceed the initial density at the start of day 0 (5 × 10 2 c.f.u. μl −1 ). Flow cytometry was performed using a Guava easyCyte 10HT System using Guava InCyte software (Merck Millipore). Frequencies were determined by gating events on forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) and strains distinguished by fluorescence protein properties (Supplementary Fig. 11) .
Mathematical model. Here we adapt and simplify the system-specific model developed by us in ref. 28 to track in time the concentrations of sucrose (S) and hexose (H) in the environment, as well as the densities of the three-strain community involving public-metabolizers (P), private-metabolizers (T) and cheats (C). We assume that all strains take up resources R and use them to generate ATP using a simple, unbranched pathway 76 . The rate of ATP production in the pathway is denoted by J ATP and is given by J ATP ¼ n , with b denoting the constant amount of biomass formed per unit of ATP. We also represent microbial growth as a linear function of the rate of ATP production 28, 76, 77 , namely rJ ATP , where r is some proportionality constant, which here we set to 1.
Public-metabolizers produce invertase, an enzyme that catalyses the extracellular hydrolysis of each molecule of sucrose into two hexose molecules (H). The rate of conversion of sucrose into hexose is represented by Inv, a saturating function of sucrose concentration and taking the following from:
where r in denotes invertase activity, which for simplicity is assumed to be constant, as in ref.
14 , while k in denotes a saturation constant. The cost of invertase secretion is denoted by a constant c, estimated empirically in ref. 28 . To reflect this in our model, we multiply the fitness of public-metabolizers by (1 − c), as in refs. 14, 28 . Following ref. 28 , we assume that the activity of the secreted invertase is immediate and it does not accumulate in time. It also does not diffuse because it is predominantly anchored to the cell wall 44, 50 . Private-metabolizers also produce invertase in order to hydrolyse sucrose, although the invertase produced is a 'private good' andso not communally accessible 53 . Its production incurs energetic cost c I . All three strains transport hexose molecules into the cell by hexose transporters and the rate of the hexose pathway J H is defined by:
where V H max I denotes the maximal rate of the pathway and K H denotes the respective Michaelis-Menten constant. The efficiency of this pathway is denoted by n H e I . Sucrose molecules are hydrolysed in close proximity of public-metabolizers and therefore these cells have preferential access to the hexose they liberate from sucrose 14 . We represent this phenomenon by assuming that the K H in equation (6) is lower for public-metabolizers (denoted by K ). S. cerevisiae metabolism is frequently constrained by a rate-efficiency trade-off, where an increase in resource uptake rate leads to a decrease in the biomass created per gram of resource 59, [78] [79] [80] . We also find evidence for this trade-off in our system where public-metabolizers cultured in isolation grow quicker but to lower final density (carrying capacity) than private-metabolizers, which grow slower but to higher final density ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 14a,b) . We therefore assume that the efficiency of hexose uptake n H e I is a decreasing function of hexose available in the environment.
Private-metabolizers take up sucrose through the highly specific and highaffinity sucrose transporter SRT1 (ref. 35 ) before they metabolize it internally, converting it into simpler sugars and eventually into molecules of ATP. The rate of that sucrose pathway is defined by:
where V S max I denotes the maximal rate of the pathway and K S denotes the respective Michaelis-Menten constant. The efficiency of that pathway is denoted by a constant n S e
I
. Although public-metabolizers and cheats may be able to inefficiently take up sucrose through maltose transporters 54 , it is not specifically included in the model because the same pathway exists for the otherwise isogenic privatemetabolizers.
The system dynamics. Taking into account the above assumptions and considering a well-mixed environment where the concentrations of sucrose, hexose, publicmetabolizers, private-metabolizers and cheats do not depend on spatial location we arrive at the following Ordinary Differential Equation model:
We consider the following initial conditions:
where N 0 is the total initial population density and f
are the initial frequencies of public-metabolizers, private-metabolizers and cheats respectively, where
. The long-term competition outcome between the three strains is determined in the following way. The Ordinary Differential Equation model (equation (2)) is run for a fixed time (a 'season'), and we calculate the final frequencies of each strain f
and the final population density N end at the end of each season. The subsequent growth season is initiated with the following initial conditions:
where D is the dilution factor. We repeat this procedure over a number of seasons and track how the final population density and frequencies of each strain changes over time. This procedure mimics the serial transfer experimental design.
Parameters.
The parameter values are listed in Supplementary have been fitted to the growth curves of public-and private-metabolizers grown axenically in sucrose media (Supplementary Fig. 14a ). The hexose rate-efficiency trade-off 78, 79 is assumed to be of the form shown ( Supplementary Fig. 14c ). The value of K H n I was chosen such that it allows for coexistence of public-metabolizers and cheats as predicted experimentally (Fig. 2e) .
Data analysis.
Statistical tests and data analysis were performed using R v.3.4.1. and Excel 2013/2016. The parameters associated with the logistic equation were estimated by fitting the equation to growth data using Solver Add-in.
Pairwise comparisons were performed with two-sample two-sided t-tests. Welch's two-sample two-sided t-tests were used when variance was found to be unequal (by two-sample F-test for variances). Multiple comparisons were made with general linear models (GLMs) with post-hoc Tukey multi-comparison of means (honest significant differences method). GLMs were used to analyse density-, resource-or strain-dependence of growth rates (dependent variables) ( Supplementary Figs. 1b,d ,f, 2d, 5 and 7b) and, when applicable, to test for interactions between the explanatory variables: (1) 'carbon source' and 'density' (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1f ), (2) 'carbon source' and log 10 'concentration' (Fig. 1b) , (3) between 'strain' and 'carbon source' (Supplementary Fig. 3 ) and (4) between 'strain' and exp('time') terms ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). GLMs had these terms as explanatory variables (main effects) with a two-way interaction between them. Frequency-dependent fitness was tested with a linear model and relative fitness differences were measured by one-sample t-tests. Models were assessed with quantile-quantile plots of standardized residuals and plotting model-fitted values against standardized residuals to check assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity, respectively.
Correlation was tested by least squares regression analysis (Fig. 3e,f ) and Spearman's correlation analysis (Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
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Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code Data collection Spark 10M microplate reader (Tecan) used SparkControl V2.1 software (Tecan) and FLUOstar Omega (BMG) used Omega V3.00 software (BMG) to control growth conditions and make optical density readings from which population densities were calculated. Guava Easycyte 10HT was controlled using guavaSoft 3.2 and data was extracted using Guava InCyte software 3.2 (Merck Millipore). Simulations of our mathematical model were performed with Matlab's differential equation solvers. Data fitting was performed using non-linear fitting routines from MATLAB Optimisation Toolbox. For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors/reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.
Data
Policy information about availability of data All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable:
-Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets -A list of figures that have associated raw data -A description of any restrictions on data availability
The research data supporting this publication can be found at https://doi. All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.
Sample size n >= 3 for all experiments, equivalent to comparable published studies. These samples were sufficient to detect significant differences between treatments/strains, or to determine the fate of mixed populations. Performing an a priori power analysis was not appropriate for our study, as we were not seeking to detect pre-specified differences between samples.
Data exclusions No data was excluded from analyses

Replication
All experiments were performed in at least triplicate. To verify robustness, the main finding of privatisation of public goods causing population collapse was repeated with three different initial strain frequencies (each with n = 3) with equivalent outcomes.
